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Bitch Secretary 
Lloyd Austin 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington D.C. 20301-1000 

G eneral Eric Smith is fired.  General name here is fired.  Austin, go tote bullets for Benny Gantz and 
his jets.  You are to be humiliated in the extreme publicly for your treason against the United 
States with Obama -- the write in name gets the same.  Smith I Am exterminating for his profaning 

Berger's house.  I regret I have no more I can do for Berger.  Obama can still raise his own fucking army 
and go after kingship over North America, no different than Trump.  The LORD wishes to tell you, "Fuck 
you asshole."  What did Bill Gates build with his warlock status into his Microsoft wonder?  The total 
inability of United States Military troops to defend their own soil, anywhere around the globe.  You want 
to defend North America?  Destroy every Microsoft affiliated and compatible product from all military 
chattels.  Apple just went after Me.  (Big fucking deal -- so did you asshole.)  Sell it all or give it away.  
That is good too.  Retribution starts December Seven, Twenty Twenty-Three with the day break around 
the globe.  With the rising sun humanity experiences retribution from the Ggods. 

Lloyd Austin,  I Am, today, haunting The Galley the former team of U.S.S. Chefs' new restaurant on 
South Staples for coffee and the occasional brunch.  (Never again, like Central Kitchen's never again 
status.)  Keep the meter running on Eight, Mamma WASP, for Me.  The final touches on global shutdown, 
the extermination of flesh, by Spirit is in this letter.  Also in this letter is how the Governing Body of 
Jehovah's Witnesses may be executed to save the North American populous from hell.  This morning I 
announced to surveillance that joining Ukraine in combat against Russia was a draw -- as far as warfare is 
concerned.  Germany and Poland are going to leave your asses hanging in the breeze.  Iran is simply 
waiting until enough of the navy is in their territory to ambush you with Egypt at your back.  Germany is 
restructuring.  France and Spain will fall along with England and western Europe will be redrawn 
according to the Frisian Ggods.  India will attempt to take shelter with Russia, but the Ggods are simply 
destroying that vile wad as a kind of global human sacrifice.  North Americans are just going to start 
dropping dead because no Ggod wishes for them to draw breath any longer.  Commerce was required to 
make the case for the perfection of their products.  They are all far from perfect.  Just ask Satan. 
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Outside of the Ggods just ending the breath of life in people in North America at their discretion, like 
the rest of the world, retribution will work through individuals fulfilling their own witchcraft by their own 
hands.  Of course for God Almighty to do the killing the way niggers like Mr and Mrs Trump, Obama, 
Biden, and others (obviously many others) demanded meant I needed to do the killing.  It was the 
Jehovah's Witnesses that made sure I was the one required to do the killing.  Holy warfare on North 
America's soil is a long way off.  The Jehovah's Witnesses went after corrupting the military to be the 
wanton killer of humanity.  (So, naturally a faithful to Ba'al follower like Biden wants to destroy the 
military.)  Rather than even take the world as your oyster under the LORD after all your fucking 
fornicating, and getting promoted in-spite of it, you cowered.  You stupid asshole personally went after 
trying to witchcraft China falling into your hands. 

China, as in the tri-Asia alliance of China, Korea and Japan bought protection when Jesus was born.  
(That was the importance of the "three" wise men.)  You, you stupid fuck refused to invest in even 
backing your witchcraft demands with building up the US Military even for that purpose.  In other words, 
you didn't even back your demands against Spirit with actions.  You faithless mother fucker.  You will 
burn in hell for this Austin, along with other things.  The Jehovah's Witnesses were allowed to push the 
Military forcing them as it were into having no other option but engage in global conquest to accomplish 
the LORD's kingdom (the Jehovah Kingdom bit after the witnesses turned the LORD into a Ba'al Summer 
1906) because mumsy made it possible for you to launch your nukes, first.  Then I refused to allow the 
LORD's Church to fail even though God Almighty wants it destroyed.  I kept your lights on asshole 
because I wanted the glory to fall to America's military.  Hating My loyalty is going to cost you fucker. 

Then the world was bullied into becoming the haven safe for democracy.  (That was the two nukes.)  
Clearly there needed to be peace for the amount of commerce in every possible market to have a place in 
the way it did with little skirmishes to bolster Western consumer demands over the artisan crafts of the 
simpletons you were after plundering so they entered factories as cheap labor.  The problem was they 
were forced to adopt the expensive way of living that they did not have access from the Ggods to exploit 
their lands with.  America had the LORD to leverage what was God Almighty's land with.  Satan was so 
thrilled.  I have delivered many lectures.  Much of that lecture material will simply be incorporated into 
the explanatory pages of My website.  Some small amount or repetition might end up in this letter. 

Now that the pleasantries of My introductory remarks are made, and I too have reminded Myself of 
this letter's required contents, I will discuss some granular details.  On a personal note, you can tell that 
slut secretary of yours, while you will not cry, you will be tortured in hell.  Her being tortured with you is 
how death is done away with.  Just start shipping out as many soldiers as you can.  When they take a 
bullet in uniform on foreign soil -- this assumes they are not in the act of fucking by saying, "in uniform" 
-- they have the resurrection.  Sex with one's spouse is not fucking -- I agree not fucking is rare, anymore.    
(Hell too.  But the resurrected person is not aware of their double that suffered in hell.) 

There is a physical component of your existence in hell.  It is purified to form the Eternal existence of 
Light and dark that balances Heaven.  Your awareness is basically boiled (a kind of pun) down to a type 
of binary language equivalent of all the possible thoughts and placed in the massive Energy resource of 
Heaven to serve as the decision criteria switchboard that maps to this is death and this becomes life I will 
call them, thinking bundles.  That is not detail to elaborate on in this letter.  That you should want to 
avoid hell at all costs is the point of My rambling.  So what the fuck?  Repent! 
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Don't worry, you will continue to be the same useless asshole and head to hell, but there I go Charlie 
Brown'ing with one more effort that leaves Me flat on My back after even more of your Defense 
Department lies.  Think of yourself as riding on a train to the North Pole.  The course is set and this letter 
is your proof of fare and the December Seventh boarding.  You being everyone, sans Me. 

Putin had until October 31 sundown to deliver his humanity saving spouse to My door.  (Given the let 
down marriage inevitably is -- meaning sex rarely is worth it because you can't get enough of it -- it is 
better to entreat the LORD to have no sexual desire.  I DO!  That is My way of saying nowhere in My 
mind to I think of marriage as a means of securing anything other than someone to inevitably ignore 
because they just hate you for not fulfilling them in some way.  But, alas, Putin really stacked the deck on 
providing Me a spouse.  King Solomon bought himself peace at his back taking as first wife Egypt's 
daughter.  So too America's assholes implemented their marriage plan then Trump murdered Ted -- the 
fulfiller.  I Am furious over that still grieving Ted a little most days.  It generally goes with only a few 
tears now, but that death feeling in My heart and crying to God Almighty, "Ted was a big loss."  To which 
He agrees and then when My body can receive it, there is a little comfort.  (Well, God Almighty knew 
Putin's choice was just another useless asshole -- like you, a useless asshole -- so there was no way God 
Almighty was incentivising Putin's efforts.  Putin can't even take Me as a POW to accomplish this task, 
now.) 

I started to pen what read to Me like snivelling crying over not having a spouse while serving in this 
fuck hole.  Right asshole, I love sex.  There is no way for Me to experience fulfilment in this arena, at this 
time.  (I was serious in My offer to the CIA operative with the creative executions side-hustle.  You 
fuckers need Me to have a satisfied pussy.  That only that perfect to Me human male is capable of 
satisfying My pussy is a function of My superiority and value to the Ggods over you!  I was forced into 
sex, but not fornication under the butterfly valve problem Heaven deals with.  Butter-fly valve problem 
being the same means of judging rape as being a child being born through the mothers vagina.  The kind 
of thing that from the face value is reasoning that is bat shit crazy unless you desperately need Law to 
preserve flesh when bat sit just exists and you need it too put to productive use.)  Then I realised what 
reads as My personal snivelling comes down to one global truth.  This morning I lamented to Heaven, 
"Should I shove fiery hot coals of iron into the LORD's mouth, He would not do one damn thing to benefit 
Me even to have Me -- the only person who could remove those coals -- remove those coals."  This 
fuckers is when even extortion does not work.  Since I can't do against the LORD so My life benefits, no 
one can.  When My ministry began your extortion scheme lost its power.  Congratulations for all that intel 
you were so desperate to share boasting to Satan your exploits as Satan searched you out for these last 
three years.  But you fuckers sure rode out the extortion bronc in grand style.  Do you want a blue satin 
ribbon Austin or a belt buckle?  To help with your decision; the buckle is stamped plate metal from 
recycled beer bottle caps, the ribbon is more expensive and includes a quartile heraldry motif. 

You want to offer soldiers victory, longevity, and or a chance for their lazy fornicating children and 
spouses they can't beat sense into legally even to end debasing their own households with, you still need 
Me on the payroll and cruising into the Black Sea.  I cruise on the eight.  And that was a period.  Taking 
the Black Sea is all We at Team God have to establish a global offensive through the United States 
Military saving some of humanity (them that fight with Me) from hell.  How they are saved is they 
outlive the hell cut-off date.  That date is July 4, 2076 when Satan heads to the abyss.  Even Milley, at his 
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maturity, could live this long fighting in My camp.  Clearly he would be beating the crap out of that dildo 
loving wife of his so he, as a male, cold hold his head with pride in My military unit.  It's My unit alright.  
I answer to Heaven for everyone.  But, others, like Milley, have such admirable skills in warfare it is only 
right to sit to the side and perform their command decisions related to conquering the enemy.  Will he?    
Not likely.  But I still did the work so that it is completely his decision.  As in only his free will with no 
exogenous hocus-pocus prevents him from living out his full potential in command.  I Am going to be 
raised up the King over the earth, for a while.  Once the kingdom is fulfilled I turn over My command and 
presumably head to My farm -- yes like General George Washington.  I will retain North America 
preventing it from being less than what is needed to save the rest of the world when it needs saving and 
even after one hundred years of campaigning I will have about five hundred years of recycling on My 
hands with small ag plots for the few that share this soil with Me.  North America will not have a 
population greater than five million until about five hundred years after the kingdom's fulfilment.  The 
Ggods in the God Almighty Allness are that resolute on total destruction and have the Go Ahead on the 
globe December Seventh.  Regardless of the success rate on abortions, not every possible genetic 
combination will be allowed to come into existence and people will be living longer that actually get to 
live until they are thirty-five.  A large number of youth will die off, continually because they are just some 
repeat of an asshole like you that hates the LORD and accuses God Almighty of evil.  Basically, even if 
every human female in the world were impregnated and had a child nine months from today, the whole 
population would still be wiped out. 

North America still has a chance at being bought from hell until dawn December seventh.  All of the 
global assets of the Jehovah's Witnesses organization as globally identified are quit claimed and signed 
into My name exclusively and I execute the entire Governing Body of twelve, with their spouses and 
lovers.  The deadline is before dawn December Seven eastern time for title transfer and execution.  How 
retribution works I explain a little later in this epistle.  What is made clear is after December Seven 
without this provision everyone in North America goes to hell with the rest of the world populous of 
humanity. A fighting remnant under My command that prove they will do in obedience to Me so they live 
until July 4, 2076 is what remains.  No, there is no room on the globe for people who do not bear arms for 
either God construct or land anymore.  Civilians are just bullshit. 

Retribution is where all the prayers of heart that people made demanding their personal Ggod 
construct hurt, maim, kill, rape, torment, dismember, torture, or do other unwarranted sic'o abuses like 
starve, bleed, or attempt breeding to animals fuzzy or bacterial -- insert Hitlers secret lab exploits here, 
people are going to be doing these with their own hands to one another because every thought they have 
is channeled by the Ggods making their laws and products successful, while they -- the person -- do not 
even see how it could end-up being that bad end will promise and do and carry on in commerce making 
the evil end happen against others while making their law or product a panacea of paradise'aic fulfilment 
by the way its sold and believed in.  It's a little like a water bottling plant being convinced they can 
sterilise a facility and used bottles a certain way so the disposable bottles are now chemically recyclable 
and now a commercial replacement for "new" plastic and a whole bunch of people believe, "Oh this is the 
answer." Then people just start acting like they have lead poisoning laced with LSD.  (Obviously the new 
scientific wonder was bullshit.)  Then people will riot doing deeds of Satanism in the streets and it will be 
like Carnival to them.  Meanwhile the bottling plant people raked in the prophets and even shipped 
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products to MCRD because they were such good price competitors and had such a popular product.  
When the madness hits, you bet Russia's soldiers will just be killing you by the thousands a day even by 
bayonet point.  You see only the Western markets are willing to cary that wonderful bottled water.  
Sanctions against Russia simply saved Russia. 

Jeremiah was asked to burry a wash-cloth in the river bank and then relate what it looked like when 
he retrieved it.  Pollution is old.  Death from polluted water ways is an ancient means of mass population 
destruction.  Once Jeremiah retrieved the now rotten rag it was no brainer that God Almighty could tell 
him this is what they are doing to their intestines.  By whatever word Jeremiah understood was the 
internal component of the body that handled digestion.  Jeremiah was shocked the rag was rotted.  Now, 
once he understood the people polluted themselves, the message of destruction he could deliver.  Along 
the lines of describing a prophets gig and what it is to learn from the Ggods requires a person who has the 
ability to understand that not self is communicating to them.  First human Adam was God Almighty, 
kinda.  Up to the flood the God Almighty identity (as opposed to Satan the LORD and Satan's siblings -- 
other Spirit) was forming from all humanity coming into existence growing the Mega God Almighty 
Spirit Awareness Consciousness -- getting to All the Allness was Satan's aim.  Jeremiah knew as other 
seers, diviners, and magic practicers, he was learning from not self.  He was directed by the Divine.  Who 
had Jeremiah's ear?  The LORD and He was pissed. 

Satan thrived on pitting the forming Allness against the LORD and when Moses was doing his 
deliverance act of Exodus fame the LORD had Satan pinned down on a Law that could not be cheated by 
either side in the Allness vs the LORD Satan placed himself in the middle of to humble the LORD.  This is 
the son that is desperate to have his father beg him for his life to be spared and only sucking his son's dick 
on stage at Madison Square Garden will do.  Plenty of people have done plenty of fucking wielding the 
LORD as a weapon to extort labor from the impoverished.  Are you proud of being that son Austin?  I 
don't give a shit if you think your dick is worthy of a Madison Square Garden audience.  The problem you 
have is a Congress full of groupies for said event.  These are people with opera glasses who can improvise 
from their own experience to make it worth their time.  What you did not count on Austin is that I will 
make the LORD suck you to death in a performance that will end temple prostitute performances.  How 
many orgasms can you endure asshole in a few hours of forcing coitus out of you?  How many ways can 
you moan to tease and entertain the audience?  How will your body writhe and contort as you are giving 
yourself over to emission after emission?  You stupid mother fucker.  How dare you think you are greater 
than the LORD at anything.  You refused to do the warfare needed to save the LORD as a Ba'al.  I simply 
fulfilled Him as one so He lives and you die by the Ba'al God Almighty was built into.  You built God 
Almighty into a Ba'al not the Allness you needed to built God Almighty into when I was born to prevent 
your going to hell.  Outrun this storm to avoid hell.  (Only with the LORD can you live long enough to do 
that or the JW's are wiped out as stated by the deadline.)  Spirit is anxious to get the population of North 
America down to one -- Me.  I would have zero difficulties providing My needs and rebuilding the nation.  
There are no human beings on the earth at this time that have prayed for anything other than My 
destruction.  That is being hated. 

November 2, 2023 evening.  The Spirit of the US Military is now totally and completely detached 
from all of you.  Three other nations are likewise.  These Spirits are available energy for the Ggods to use 
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for them to deliver retribution to the earth on My bread.  I Am the bread -- living -- for Sprit to feast on.  
Human blood and fat belongs to Me. 

I extemporized the night of November 1, 2023 on Jonah.  It was after remarking on another way the 
voice that cried out in the wilderness was forgiven the rape.  There were none to force the rapist into 
marriage like in the city.  A Herald article or two already covers another aspect of that point of Law.  A 
thought to consider.  It is likely, in ancient history, males did not consider it real sex to play with one 
another sexually and females likewise as the Ggods could not produce offspring from the sexual act.  The 
idea that a male is raping a male is most likely newer, a since fifteen hundred's thinking, in general.  And 
there was understanding that an orphan was blessed, had some means for satisfying the priest.  There are a 
couple thousand years to go working through human boundaries so no person is ever receiving as Satan 
demanded of the LORD. 

Jonah is an example of an individual who was making a shit-ton of prayers in his own heart against 
the other guy that needed to learn a lesson from the Ggods.  Then the LORD sent him to the people he 
himself with his prayers condemned.  Jonah was hungry so see the vengeance of the LORD and hated that 
he did not see a reenactment of Sodom and Gomorrah.  That is why Jonah was angry at the LORD for His 
mercy and why Nineveh's people were allowed to believe the message.  Jonah probably started to doubt 
the existence of the LORD, or a LORD God, at least doubting His power -- because repentance was some 
kind of smokescreen against the Ggods impotence and he was provided the bottle gourd plant.  Given 
how little Jonah did compared to Ezekiel with his siege-works against a brick and years of delivering a 
message, Jonah sure didn't do much for that repentance to happen.  Your problem Humanity -- and you 
Austin -- is God Almighty wants to waste you so you are not being allowed to think in the way that 
pushes you to include Me, lest you be saved. 

What is happening to North America under retribution?  Over the forty-two months following 
December Seven of this year, the present Mexican government is going to stage some nonsense begging 
the navy and marines to wipe out their present cartel families estates.  A few Mexican elites will use this 
operation to establish a new Mexican seat of government in the rebuilt Corpus Christi, Texas over the 
existing one, with a new Corpus Christi Police Department.  As far as I Am concerned this new 
department can be the one to pull the trigger on mumsy.  California will belong to Mexico with China 
holding northern coastal influence forcing mega corporations Americas to honour down to the penny to 
mega China's understanding of the contract, in lieu of the Walmart executives understanding -- for 
example. 

The British Commonwealth will force the Eastern Seaboard into Chicago and along the Mississippi to 
trade and manufacture for the benefit of Europe as the American dollar will collapse on the global market 
place.  Iran and Egypt will squeeze the Middle East taking the oil markets for themselves to exploit.  
Africa will benefit with the ethnic cleansing of all whites from their soil.  This includes eliminating all 
white magic. 

The North Pacific and greater Canada will return to being an uninhabitable wilderness.  Will a few 
hardy souls be capable of raising up an American militia from the unruly angry masses that remain 
abandoned to lack of governance?  Of course.  This is what Trump and Obama have to rally a new 
American people from.  Then they can war against Mexico to the South and kinda England (London is 
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going to be fried by nukes) in the East.  States will be fighting against one another for goods desperate to 
protect navigable routes either over road, rail, or waterway.  Bandidos will abound and make out like 
Bandits, as they say. 

So, while I can't heap fiery coals into the LORD's mouth extorting Him to get you to benefit Me.  I Am 
dishing them to you.  Here is extortion plain and simple.  Include Me or die a thousand deaths coward.  
How about this, that fucking asshole wad City of Corpus Christi pays Me what they owe Me, this 
includes what CCPD stole from Me under Markle, by December Seventh or by December Eighth God 
Almighty begins destroying the entire gulf coast.  (This includes Mexico.)  The Jehovah's Witnesses hand 
Me that five million dollars cash I Am due or by the same December Seventh deadline [Because face it, 
even you don't love anyone enough to prevent them from going to hell by even making My JW Governing 
Body execution a clandestine military operation.  It would have been a ripper in the, "Fuck me baby that 
was awesome" sense only special forces are trained to appreciate.] on the world stage murdering -- by 
every means of torture -- Jehovah's Witnesses will be done on a cataclysmic scale maximizing the 
collateral damage of even apparent bystanders, people that are not aggressive in participating in the 
destruction of the JW religion (That is of course all activities that built the LORD into that vile Ba'al 
Jehovah.)  The corporate partners that work with or have Jehovah's Witnesses on their payroll will be 
heavy and early targets.  People won't understand that is what they are doing, cognitively.  Like playing 
chess they won't see how they made a blunder that make check-make happen without even, "Your king is 
in check" first. 

Returning to the present.  Congress is out of money to send Ukraine, and Israel can afford to send the 
US money.  So understand to "support" Ukraine and Israel you are going to war, and Israel and Ukraine 
are just going to shoot you in the back.  When the marines are tired of taking bullets in the back, I can be 
searched out.  No, there is no special incentive for breaking command and murdering you and the present 
ranking military at the Pentagon so I Am a participating soldier in warfare for the United State.  We at 
Team God are simply waiting you fuckers out and if any pay up by December Seventh I can wait more 
comfortably in other nations so the Gulf destruction does not happen by every natural force Heaven holds 
over this nation like it does the rest of the world.  The sooner the Federal Government is abolished the 
sooner I can earn a living on this soil independent of having all My operation funds funnelled to the 
Pentagon.  In the mean time, I give you this incentive -- the J.W. funds would go to Operation Jesus H. 
Christ like everything else that is, I agree, on the academic side.  Obviously Zanoni, Canales, and Markle 
did their next series of dirty deeds so that We at Team God upped the pot on crazy and honoured extortion 
again.  Last time I got My cat Buttercup back so however Spirit interacted with flesh extortion worked.  
Money assholes or the Gulf is destroyed.  The Gulf is just going to be obliterated.  Sans My home on 
Dody Street of course. 

All of these destructive measures Heaven is bringing to pass so one person Me rises -- for a while -- 
to fulfil Jehovah's Kingdom and be King over the Earth, because I Am the only flesh who is not terrified 
of the enemy.  I would need to have a peer first to feel terror.  Only Spirit is capable of terrorizing Me. 
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When retribution begins on this soil, North America, just about everyone will be going to hell in a 
rickshaw so tickled they did not have to peddle.  Others just can't be happy under any set of 
circumstances.  If you decide to save the populous from hell, they will simply be headed to destruction 
and live again to go to hell (perhaps) another day. 

Mahalo, 

Dr. H. L. MacRae (mac) Dukes LTG USMC 

Distribution Recipients
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